An effect of semantic similarity in short-term memory was demonstrated and was compared with the effect of acoustic similarity. In free recall, using the RI paradigm, semantic similarity between OL and IL increased intrusions from fL, but decreased omissions. By contrast, acoustic similarity caused both IL-intrusions and omissions to increase.
The importance of acoustic similarity in short-term memory has been demonstrated in many experiments. Thus Conrad & Hull (1964) , , and Baddeley (1966) have shown, using serial learning, that performance is adversely affected by inter-item acoustic similarity. Dale (1964) and have demonstrated a similar deleterious effect of acoustic similarity by using the RI paradigm and varying the similarity between OL and IL.
Attempts to demonstrate the effect of similarity along other dimensions in STM have been less successful, even though these are important in Long-Term Memory. Baddeley (1966) varied acoustic, semantic and formal similarity in serial learning and obtained a substantial effect of acoustic similarity, a small (6%) but statistically significant effect of semantic similarity, and no effect of formal similarity. Baddeley & Dale (1966) found that whereas semantic similarity had a large RI effect in normal P A learning with lists of eight pairs being learned for eight trials, there was no such effect when the intralist similarity of stimuli was varied ina minimal paired-associate learning task.
In view of these observations, the inference that shortterm memory uses an acoustic or speech-motor code would appear to be reasonable. The object of the present experiment was to challenge this conclusion with yet another attempt to demonstrate deleterious effects of semantic similarity in STM with the RI paradigm.
Method
For each condition examined, two sets of six words were employed. For example, in the first replication the Acoustic, High Frequency sets were: "blows,knows, rose, shows, flows, grows," and "dare, tear,pair, wear, share, care." On each trial, three words from one set, e.g., "rose, flows, shOWS," typedona3in. x 4 in. card, were shown to S for 3.0 sec. during which time he was required to read them silently and memorize them (OL). The card was then turned over, exposing six words which S had to read aloud (IL). In experimental trials, these were the three remaining words from the same set, each repeated once, e.g., "blows, grows, knows, grows, knows, blows." In control trials, the three words were taken from the other set of the pair, e.g., "tear, pair, care, tear, care, pair." Immediately after reading the Trials were paced by a metronome set to a rate of 120 strokes per min. Two strokes were allowed for each OL word presented, two for turning over, and one for eachILword. Twenty-five sec. were allowed for each trial, which left 18 sec. for recall.
From each set of words, six triples were selected as stimulus words, three for experimental trials and three for control trials. Two balanced samples of material were produced to control any bias which could result from the use of particular triples as OL or IL.
Acoustic and semantic similarity were varied together with word frequency in a 2 by 2 factorial design. Fiftyseven of the 72 high frequency words were rated AA in the Thorndike-Lorge count; the remaining 15 were rated A. All the low frequency words had a count of less than 50 per million, their mean value being 15.01.
Each S was given six experimental and six control trials with each combination of levels, making a total of 48 trials. Twelve Ss were given each sample of material, therefore a total of 24 were required per replication. There were three replications, each with fresh Ss and fresh material. The order of the 48 trials was randomized independently for each S by shuffling the cards.
Results
The overall results from all three replications are shown in Table 1 , where each figure shows the total number of responses which fall within the indicated category.
Analysis of the total number of correct responses shows that performance was depressed to a significant extent by similar IL with both acoustic material (p< 0.001) and semantic material (p< 0.025). IL intrusions occurred significantly more frequently with similar distracting material in all conditions (p < 0.001 in every case). In this respect, the effect of semantic similarity was the same as that of acoustic similarity and it provides clear evidence that semantic coding is employed in at least one stage of the recall process under these conditions. With omissions, there was an interaction between similarity and the form of coding being manipulated. With acoustic similarity, there were more omissions when IL and OL were similar (p< 0.01). With semantic similarity, there were Significantly fewer omissions with similar IL (p< 0.01).
Differences between replications have been ignored in the above analysis. These were generally small, but there was one significant exception: in the first replica- 
